Recommender systems are information filtering tools that aspire to predict the rating for users and items, predominantly from big data to recommend their likes. Movie recommendation systems provide a mechanism to assist users in classifying users with similar interests. This makes recommender systems essentially a central part of websites and e-commerce applications. This article focuses on the movie recommendation systems whose primary objective is to suggest a recommender system through data clustering and computational intelligence. In this research article, a novel recommender system has been discussed which makes use of k-means clustering by adopting cuckoo search optimization algorithm applied on the Movielens dataset. Our approach has been explained systematically, and the subsequent results have been discussed. It is also compared with existing approaches, and the results have been analyzed and interpreted. Evaluation metrics such as mean absolute error (MAE), standard deviation (SD), root mean square error (RMSE) and t-value for the movie recommender system delivers better results as our approach offers lesser value of the mean absolute error, standard deviation, and root mean square error. The experiment results obtained on Movielens dataset stipulate that the proposed approach may provide high performance regarding reliability, efficiency and delivers accurate personalized movie recommendations when compared with existing methods. Our proposed system (K-mean Cuckoo) has 0.68 MAE, which is superior to existing work (0.78 MAE) [1] and also has improvement of our previous work (0.75 MAE) [2] .
Introduction
A recommendation system has become an indispensable component in various e-commerce applications. Recommender systems collect information about the user's preferences of different items (e.g. movies, shopping, tourism, TV, taxi) by two ways, either implicitly or explicitly [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . An implicit acquisition of user information typically involves observing the user's behavior such as watched movies, purchased products, downloaded applications.
On the other hand, a direct procurement of information typically involves collecting the user's previous ratings or history. Collaborative filtering (CF) is the way of filtering or calculating items through the sentiments of other people [8] [9] [10] . It first gathers the movie ratings given by individuals and then recommends movies to the target user based on like-minded people with similar tastes and interests in the past. Additional impression on which some recommender systems are based is clustering. Clustering is a popular unsupervised data mining tool that is used for partitioning a given dataset into homogeneous groups based on some similarity or dissimilarity metric [11] [12] [13] [14] . Collaborative filtering and clustering have been discussed in detail in the next section. Hybrid cluster and optimization approach is applied to improve movie prediction accuracy. Such a hybrid approach has been used to overcome the limitations of typical content-based and collaborative recommender systems. For clustering, k-means algorithm is applied and for optimization, cuckoo search optimization is implemented. K-means algorithm is an enormously greater clustering algorithm when compared to other clustering methods in relations of time, complexity or effectiveness for a particular number of clusters [12, 15] . Clustering algorithm with a bio-inspired algorithm such as cuckoo search [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] delivers optimize results. The cuckoo search has shown best performance when compared with other algorithms such as genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimization. Simulations and comparison of the cuckoo search were greater to these existing algorithms for multimodal objective functions. To find the best results we have to find the most suitable weight among all possible ones. Cuckoo search was also performed well and showed good results that found the appropriate weights [22] . That is why cuckoo optimization algorithm is also used to obtain optimized weight in our work. Besides being one of the most efficient algorithms, it was found that it takes less time than other algorithms applied to the same dataset. The approach of k-means and cuckoo has been applied to the dataset, and the results have been observed regarding evaluation metrics such as mean absolute error (MAE), standard deviation (SD), root mean square error (RMSE) and t-value. These parameters examined and discussed to evaluate the performance of movie recommendation system. Regarding accuracy and precision, the experiment results reflect that the proposed approach is capable of providing more reliable movie recommendations as compared to the existing cluster-based CF methods. In numerous research, the clustering approaches are conducted with the entire dimensions of data which might lead to somewhat inaccuracy and results in more computation time. In general, designing expert movie recommendations is still a challenge, and discovering effective clustering method is a critical problem in this condition. To address aforementioned, a hybrid model-based movie recommendation approach is proposed to alleviate the issues of both extraordinary dimensionality and data sparsity. That is the reason we selected a cuckoo algorithm with k-means for optimization. On the comparison with some other optimization algorithms, the cuckoo was found to perform better than others. The major contributions of this research work are:
We proposed a novel recommender system with K-means & cuckoo search optimization. Our system is innovative and efficient so far, as it employed Cuckoo search algorithm for excellent recommendations for Movielens Dataset. Our hybrid model has 0.68 MAE, which is superior to existing work (0.78 MAE). Our model also has excellent improvement of our previous work (0.75 MAE). The performance with respect to time is also better as compared to already existing systems. We used well known Movielens dataset (http://grouplens. org/datasets/movielens/100k/) to analyze the behavior of our proposed system. The remainder of this article is planned as follows: Section 2 gives a brief explanation of the related work that was carried out on collaborative recommendation systems and clustering-based collaborative recommendation. The proposed approach called as a k-mean-cuckoo approach for movie recommender system is explained in Section 3. In Section 4, experiment results performed on Movielens dataset are described, and finally summarization of this article with future work are highlighted in Section 5.
Background and related work
Recommender systems are based on a variety of approaches such as content based [23, 24] , collaborative approach [9, [25] [26] [27] , hybrid [28, 29] . Furthermost movie recommendation systems are centered on collaborative filtering and clustering. In movie recommender systems the user is asked to rate the movies which user has already seen then these ratings are applied to recommend other movies to the user that user has not perceived by utilizing collaborative filtering that is based on similar ratings. Collaborative filtering [9, 10, [30] [31] [32] is tremendously spreading in such a way that this approach influences most of the recommender systems. Collaborative filtering majorly classified into two principal classes such as memorybased collaborative filtering and model based collaborative filtering. Memory-based collaborative filtering [4, 5, 33] explores for nearest neighbors in the user space for an active user and dynamically recommend the movies. The shortcomings related to this method are computation complexity and data sparsity. Many authors [34] tried to reduce this computational complexity and memory bottleneck issues such as in item based collaborative filtering technique, in which relations between items were computed for neighborhood region around a target object. They showed in their empirical studies that item-based method could decrease the time of computation as well as deliver rationally correct prediction and accurateness. Model-based collaborative technique [3, 4, 8, 33, 35] produces a prebuilt model to collect rating patterns based on the database of users and ratings that can treat the issues of data sparsity and scalability. Model-based collaborative filtering is timeconsuming and its offline in nature. Clustering based techniques are broadly used in movie recommendation systems to reduce the problem of scalability. Various researchers applied clusteringbased methods on recommender systems that delivered expert recommendations [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . The purpose of clustering is to partition objects into groups known as clusters in such a way that two objects within the same cluster have a minimum distance between them to identify similar objects then clustering process is performed offline to build the model. When a target user arrived, the online module allocates a cluster with a substantial similarity weight to the user, and the prediction rating of a specified item is computed based on the same cluster members instead of searching whole user space. The k-nearest neighbor (kNN) algorithm is the orientation algorithm in collaborative filtering recommendation process which is applied in recommendation process [42] [43] [44] [45] . kNN based recommender systems for collaborative filtering recommendation process are reliable and with precise recommendations. A bio-inspired algorithm such as cuckoo search has exclusive background sensing abilities and employ a special method to facilitate the evolution of continuing resolutions into novel and quality recommendations by generating clusters with reduced time as discussed in next section.
K-means-cuckoo based collaborative filtering framework
To overcome the limitations of a collaborative recommender system, we propose a hybrid cluster and optimization based technique to improve movie prediction accuracy. Our motive is to design a unified model solution that incorporates user ratings from the Movielens dataset for predictions. We use K-means as clustering algorithm and cuckoo search as optimization algorithm and then apply to Movielens dataset for improved efficient recommender systems Initially k-means clustering algorithm is applied to Movielens dataset for clustering of users into different clusters. The clusters are selected randomly at first then users are inspected one by one by calculating the differences in their ratings and the centroid of the clusters, and if their difference is smallest, then the user gets allocated to the cluster to which they are closest. However, at this moment not assure that each user has been assigned to the real cluster with a minimum difference of centroid. So each user's distance is compared to its cluster mean and with other clusters mean and relocate the users according to the smallest distance from any cluster's mean. Now this iterative relocation would now continue from this new partition until no more relocations occur. After a point, if no more relocations occurred then that point is the point of completion of the clustering process. The K-means algorithm is made of the following steps given in Fig. 1 [12, 15, 46, 47] .
Next cuckoo search optimization algorithm is applied to the resultant of the k-means algorithm for optimizing the results. The cluster is prepared with a fitness function that helps in improving the user's centroid distances, whereas fitness function changes previous centroids for a limited number of iteration (i.e. relocation of centroids to users). Then classify the users again by calculating the minimum centroid differences or applying k-means again. Cuckoo Search algorithm may be described using following three idealized rules [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] :
(a) Every cuckoo puts one egg at a time and dumps its egg in randomly chosen nest. (b) The finest nests with the high quality of eggs will carry over to the subsequent generations. (c) A number of existing host nests is fixed, and the egg laid by a cuckoo is exposed by the hosts birth a probability pa
For the framework, we considered a correlation where a user is considered as an egg. Each nest can be seen as a cluster. Fig. 2 shows a flowchart that displays the stepwise process that, how cuckoo search algorithm is applied. The procedure commences with the initialization where a random population of n host nests is introduced, and a levy flights behavior equation is obtained then fitness is obtained using the fitness function for obtaining an optimal solution. Levy flights is a random walk in which the step lengths are distributed according to a Levy distribution. The step length and Levy stable distribution can be calculated with the help of Laplace and Fourier transformations. It has been implemented in the cuckoo optimizing algorithm, and the flight length comes out to be x(N) $ N1/a where 0 < a < 2, x is the random variable and N is step size. The distance that the cuckoo travels can be calculated using the above equation for each iteration. In order we select a random nest, say j then compared the fitness of the cuckoo egg (incoming new solution) with the fitness of the host eggs present in the nest. In case, the value of the fitness function of the cuckoo egg is less than or equal to the value of the fitness function of the randomly chosen nest, and then the randomly selected nest, j is replaced by the fresh resolution as given in Eq. (1).
Fitness function ¼ Current best solution À Previous best solution ð1Þ
As the value of the fitness function tends to zero, the deviation between solutions decreases with increasing number of iterations and decision is that if the cuckoo egg is alike to a normal egg, it is difficult for the host bird to distinguish between the eggs. The fitness is the difference in solutions, and the new solution is replaced by the randomly chosen if the fitness of the cuckoo egg is greater than the randomly chosen nest, the host bird can distinguish between the host and the cuckoo egg.
Overall, our approach consists of an advanced k-means clustering technique optimized by a bio-inspired algorithm, cuckoo search. Fig. 3 contains the pseudo-code of the proposed framework. The clusters used to classify the users by interest similarity are analogous to the host bird nest and each egg is analogous to a user in the cuckoo optimization algorithm. The initially classified users are considered as host bird eggs. Some random users are selected to initialize the clusters (nests). The clusters are initialized and kmeans is implemented to classify the initially selected users as shown in the algorithm. The users not selected are randomly chosen. For each randomly selected user a cluster is selected randomly and the fitness function. According to the fitness function calculated for that user an egg (user) may be detected by the host bird or it may remain in the nest. Once the cuckoo egg hatches then, it tries to throw other eggs randomly out the nest. This is done in the algorithm if the fitness of the cuckoo egg is better than that a predefined percentage of a number of users already present in the cluster. Fig. 4 shows the above-described approach applied on the Movielens dataset. The Movielens dataset is recorded by reading the file and dataset is divided into clusters using k-means clustering into k clusters so that each cluster has a centroid. The distance between the user and the centroid is calculated, and the user is placed in the cluster whose centroid is the least distance away from him. When all such users have been relocated, the centroids are relocated and the new positions calculated. Consequently, the estimated rating that the user will give is calculated, and framework is optimized using cuckoo search algorithm. We have calculated various evaluation metrics for predicting the accuracy of recommender system such as: mean absolute error, standard deviation, root mean square error and t-value, which are satisfactory for comparing diverse recommender systems with the framework.
Experiment results and analysis
We study the public Movielens dataset to conduct the experiments, which is accessible online, having 100,000 ratings by 943 users or participants on 1682 movies, of scale 1-5. As discussed in the previous section, we presented a hybrid framework of kmeans and cuckoo search algorithm to achieve an improved movie recommendation system. Framework mentioned in the previous section is applied to the Movielens dataset where data is considered from u1-u5 and U a -U b . The Movielens dataset is divided into different files. The dataset is divided into 80% training data and 20% test data for verification of the result. Movies are classified into 19 types viz. action, animation, horror, comedy, etc. which is also mentioned in 'u.item' file. Information about the user is present in 'u.user' file. To check the performance of recommender system framework, various metrics were calculated which include a MAE, SD, root mean squared error (RMSE) and t-value. Results have been shown in tables and graphs to deliver an enhanced understanding of the relationship between various parameters and the number of clusters which helps us to study the performance of our approach. Detailed analysis & behavior of recommender system framework is given below.
1. Place K points into the space specialized by the users that are being clustered. These points represent an initial set of centroids. 2. Assign each user to the group (cluster) that has the closest centroid. 3. When all users have been assigned, recalculate positions of K centroids for each cluster. 4. Repeat steps two and three till the centroids no longer move. This produces a separation of the users into a group (clusters) from which the metric to be minimized can be calculated. 
Mean absolute error (MAE)
The mean absolute error is calculated for the Movielens dataset.
where M is the entire number of expected movies, P ij , represents the predicted value for user i on item j, and rij is the true rating.
where f i is the prediction value, and y i is the true value.
Start
Introduce a random PopulaƟon of n host, Xi The MAE has been calculated for different values of k (number of clusters), and the result has been shown in Table 1 . It is detected that there is a gradual decrease in the value of MAE as we increase the number of clusters from 4 to 68. When the number of clusters is 4, the MAE is 0.825169 and it drops to 15% as the number of clusters is increased by 64. Thus, we can say that MAE decreases with increase in the number of clusters. The possible description for such behavior is that as we increase the clusters, the closeness between the objects going into the cluster increases. Close elements remain in the same cluster and prediction becomes more and more accurate. As the number of clusters increase, each user gets more choice to be assigned to a cluster, and each cluster may get less number of users assigned to it as the number of clusters increase since the number of users is fixed. The closeness of the user with the cluster assigned to it increases as the number of clusters increase. Hence, the difference between the calculated value and the actual value decrease that decrease the mean absolute error.
Standard deviation (SD)
The standard deviation is obtained for the Movielens dataset. 
As the number of clusters increase then standard deviation also decreases in Table 2 . At k = 4, the value of standard deviation is 0.235333 which gets approximately halved when the number of clusters is increased by 64. Exceptional performance is observed when standard deviation increases with an increase in the cluster from 28 to 32. Such behavior is attributed to non-uniform nature of the Movielens dataset. As the numbers of cluster increase, each user gets more choice to be assigned to a cluster. Each cluster may get less number of users assigned to it as the number of clusters increase since the number of users is fixed.
Root mean squared error (RMSE)
The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is a frequently used measure of the deviation between values predicted by a model and the values observed from the environment that is being modeled. The difference between the calculated and observed values are squared Initialization Parameters k=number of clusters, n=number of users, m=number of movies, itr=number of iterations, remaining_pool[n]= bool value, remaining_pool[i] representing ith user assigned to any cluster or not; no_of_elements_in_clus[i]-number of users present in cluster i no_of_users_in_remaining_pool=no of users without assigning to any cluster 1. start 2. randomly select some users 3. fill the remaining_poll with the users left 4. initialize the nests(clusters)
For each cluster j Calculate diff(i,j) Assign user to cluster with min diff Update mean for each movie in assigned cluster Itr--8. from each user in remaining_pool Randomly select a user i Randomly select a cluster j Calculate fitness of the user in that cluster If fitness(i,j)>no_of_elements_in_clus(j)*including factor Replace worst fit user with probability p With probability (1-p) add the user to that group without replacing no_of_users_in_remaining_pool--; 9. calculate the predicted rating by each user for each user 10. compare the ratings with actual rating 11. compute the essential factors for efficiency comparison In Table 3 , it is observed that the value of RMSE decreases gradually as we increase the number of clusters. At k = 4, the value of RMSE is 1.3062 which decreases by 6% approx. Such behavior is observed because increasing the number of clusters increase the similarity between the users and the cluster assigned to them. 
t-value
The t-value for a movie recommendation system is obtained as follows 
The t-value depend on upon the values of the mean of different clusters and their standard deviation as shown in Table 4 . The change in values of these factors has been explained. The t-value decrease due to the same reasons. However, it is observed to be more or less constant after a fixed number of clusters. The experiment results compared with current existing methods are given in Table 5 [1] . Where all the methods were evaluated on 64 clusters: In PCA-SOM mean value is 0.98. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a scientific procedure that converts correlated variables into a smaller number of uncorrelated variables called principal components. The self-organizing map (SOM) defines a mapping from a higher-dimensional input space to a lower dimensional map space. SOM-Cluster has the mean value as 0.75. UPCC has the average value as 0.81. Kmeans-cluster method has the average as 0.69. PCA with k-means combination as PCA-K-Means has the mean value as 0.93. Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are adaptive heuristic search procedure based on the evolutionary concepts of natural selection and genetics. GAKM-Cluster combination has the mean value as 0.76 and similarly PCA-GA-KM has mean value as 0.98. However, K-means-cuckoo provides best mean as 0.68 when compared to other methods.
As represented in Table 5 , it is observed that the mean absolute error is observed to be the least for K-means-cuckoo framework as compared to other methods. Here, a number of clusters used in Table 5 are 64 for every method that was evaluated on Intel i5 processor machine with 4 GB RAM. Thus, the current framework may be used to provide better performance in recommending movies to users. The t-value and RMSE values are significantly low as compared with other approaches thereby proving that the hybrid of k means and cuckoo search algorithm has better performance and accuracy as compared to other methods on Movielens dataset [1] . Table 6 shows the values of mean absolute error obtained by different methods with the various values of k (number of clusters) and Table 7 presents the finish time for various methods.
Conclusion and future work
In this article hybrid of k-means and cuckoo search is applied to the Movielens dataset to achieve an improved movie recommendation system. We measured the performance of our approach regarding MAE, RMSE, SD, and t-value. The experiment outcomes on the Movielens dataset discussed indicated that the approach that we discussed provide high performance regarding accuracy and were capable of providing reliable and personalized movie recommendation systems with the specific number of clusters. Evaluation metrics (for a given number of clusters) originated to be lesser than those of other methods. Some limitations of our proposed approach are that if the initial partition does not turn out to work well then, efficiency may decrease. For future work use of various other nature inspired algorithms in place of cuckoo search algorithm can be used. The greatest promising method is the one in which the algorithms used in clustering and optimization provide the best presentation regarding accuracy and speed. 
